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Which part of a piece of academic writing includes presentation, analysis and discussion?

introduction developmentc conclusion summary  

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Answer the following questions by choosing the best choice (a, b, c or d).

He got his driver’s license; -------------, he has some good news for his family.

however all the same as a result yet

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A description that does not involve a process or procedure is often written in the ------------- tense.

present passive past passive

present simple active past simple active

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I did not have enough time to read the whole book; ----------------, I managed to read the main

sections.

therefore in other words nonetheless hence

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is the final step in writing an academic essay?

reviewing for errors  compiling bibliography 

finishing the notes writing the final draft 

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The city in ----------- he was born is far from here. 

which that where what

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The island of Ireland ---------------- by the Atlantic ocean to the west, and the North sea to the east.

was surrounded surrounds

to be surrounding is surrounded     

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following has an error in using definite article?

 the Lake Michigan the West Indies

 the republic of France the U.K

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

An account of events in the past which entails following a time sequence or chronological order is

called a (N)----------------.

composition composition synopsis narrative

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Finance for universities comes from different sources, for example, grants from the government

and fees ------------ by students.

paying  to pay pays paid

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Three types of mistakes may happen when a short definition is written. Which of the following is

LEAST likely to be one of them?

An example might be given instead of a definition.

The word to be defined or another form of it may be used in the definition.

 The general class may be omitted from the definition.

A formal dictionary meaning may be given instead of definition.

11-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Plastics are compounds ------------- with long chains of carbon atoms.

made that made making that making

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What has been used in the definition below?

    Linguistics may be defined as the science of language, for example, its structure, sound systems,

and acquisition.

  

classification enumeration exemplification explanation

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When we divide something into groups, categories, etc. we are in fact ----------- those items.

coordinating compiling organizing classifying

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When we classify we often note -----------------.

the similarities and differences  the differences

 the similarities  the similarities or differences

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The ------------ popular way of listening to English was by watching TV.

greatest almost most fewest

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sweden is similar to Norway ------------- it has a small agricultural area.

for which  as to  in that same as

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

------------- Denmark has the smallest land area, it has the largest percentage agricultural area.

Although So

On the other hand However

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The prices are higher -------------- an increase in demand. 

owing from causing by results in on account of

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A writer can make the generalizations more precise by ----------- them.

qualifying ranging dividing limiting

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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When we develop a(n) ------------ we need to express our opinion or views, and then we need to

conclude. 

explanation overview argument description

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is included in the introduction of a research report?

the title  list of contents the abstract results

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the basic framework of a research report, which of the following appears after the statement of

the problem?

review of the literature design of investigation

discussion bibliography

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following sentences contains an error?

They were very happy. These informations are correct.

 It seems that he is very active.  I work in the library every day.

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following is the correct spelling of the word?

hypothesis hypothisis hypothises hypothese

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words is spelled WRONGLY?

occuppation successful occurred referring

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following sentences needs to be corrected with regard to the verbs do and make?

She had some problem in doing her job.

Many discoveries have been done in recent years.

He makes his own bed every night.

She was not able to do the research. 

27-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following is a noun?

advise affect practise logic

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is used to indicate a break, often informally?

question mark apostrophe dash quotation mark 

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is LEAST likely to be one of the uses of capital letters?

For names of people, places, etc. For titles of books

For nations and their adjectives For geographical directions

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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